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Abstract. In the mid-fifteenth century, one of the 
largest eruptions of the last 10 O00 years occurred in 
the Central New Hebrides arc, forming the Kuwae cal- 
dera (12x6 km). This eruption followed a late maar 
phase in the pre-caldera edifice, responsible for a se- 
ries of alternating hydromagmatic deposits and airfall 
lapilli layers. Tuffs related to caldera formation 
( -  120 m of deposits on a composite section from the 
caldera wall) were emitted during two main ignimbritic 
phases associated with two additional hydromagmatic 
episodes. The lower hydromagmatic tuffs from the pre- 
caldera maar phase are mainly basaltic andesite in 
composition, but clasts show compositions ranging 
from 48 to 60% SiO,. The unwelded and welded ash- 
flow deposits from the ignimbritic phases and the asso- 
ciated intermediate and upper hydromagmatic deposits 
also show a wide compositional range (60-73% SiO,), 
but are dominantly dacitic. This broad compositional 
range is thought to be due to crystal fractionation. The 
striking evolution from one eruptive style (hydromag- 
matic) to the other (magmatic with emission of a large 
vólume of ignimbrites) which occurred either over the 
tuff series as a whole, or at the beginning of each ig- 
nimbritic phase, is the most impressive characteristic of 
the caldera-forming event. This strongly suggests trig- 
gering of the main eruptive phases by magma-water 
interaction. A three-step model of caldera formation is 
presented: (1) moderate hydromagmatic (sequences 
HD 1-4) and magmatic (fallout deposits) activity from 
a central vent, probably over a period of months or 
years, affected an area slightly wider than the present 
caldera. At the end of this stage, intense seismic activi- 
ty and extrusion of differentiated magma outside the 
caldera area occurred; (2) unhomogenized dacite was 
released during a hydromagmatic episode (HD 5). This 
was immediately followed by two major pyroclastic 
flows (PFD 1 and 2). The vents spread and intense 
magma-water interaction at the beginning of this stage 
decreased rapidly as magma discharge increased. Sub- 
sequent collapse of the caldera probably commenced 
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in the southeastern sector of the caldera; (3) dacitic 
welded tuffs were emplaced during a second main 
phase (WFD 1-5). At the beginning of this phase, mag- 
ma-water interaction continued, producing typical hy- 
dromagmatic deposits (HD 6). Caldera collapse ex- 
tended to the northern part of the caldera. Previous 
C14 dates and records of explosive volcanism in ice 
from the south Pole show that the climactic phase of 
this event occurred in 1452 A.D. 

Key words: caldera - caldera-forming event - island 
arc volcanism - pyroclastic flows - welded tuffs - hy- 
dromagmatism - basalts - dacites - Vanuatu 

Introduction 

In Central Vanuatu (Fig. la), a popular legend reports 
that Tongoa and Epi islands once formed a single large 
landmass, Kuwae, which was segmented during a large 
volcanic cataclysm preceded by strong earthquakes 
and tsunamis (Garanger 1972). Many people fled 
southward, towards Efate island, and escaped death, 
giving rise to the Kuwae legend. 

Mitchell and Warden (1967) and Warden et al. 
(1972) proposed that dacitic pumice deposits that cov- 
er most of the high ground of Tongoa are probably re- 
lated to this event, but they did not correlate these de- 
posits with any caldera and Warden (1967, pp 99-100) 
disputed the existence of such a structure in the region. 
Other authors (Aubert de la Riie 1956; Espirat 1964; 
Gèze 1966) postulated that this cataclysm might have 
been responsible for the formation of a large caldera. 
From bathymetric data, Carney and Macfarlane (1977) 
recognized an oval-shaped caldera between Epi and 
Tongoa islands, but these authors proposed an age of 
2300 years BP for the formation of this caldera. The 
connection between the caldera structure and the Ku- 
wae cataclysm recorded by oral folklore was not well 
established until Monzier et al. (1994) discussed the 
age of charcoal from the lower part of a thick series of 
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proximately 1 km3 volume) (Fig. lb). From seismic re- 
flection data (Crawford et al. 1988), the thickness of 
tuffs infilling the depression may reach 380 m, suggest- 
ing that the collapse may have been as much as 800- 
1100 m (Monzier et al. 1994). 

. dacitic tuffs surrounding the caldera ( - 120 m in thick- 
ness on a composite log). New 14C dates and recent 
marine data (Monzier et al. 1994) have defined more 
precisely the date of the eruption in the first half of the 
fifteenth century, the morphology of the submarine 
caldera and the volume of magma released (32-39 km3 
DRE). These authors also discuss the possibility of two 
coalescent collapse structures but emphasize the likeli- 
hood that before the cataclysm, there was no caldera at 
this location. The present paper describes the pyroclas- 
tic deposits related to the caldera-forming event and 
discusses the development of the eruption which ap- 
pears to have been one of the largest ever witnessed. 

The caldera is located at the narrowest segment of 
the New Hebrides arc where a landmass, only a few 
kilometers wide, previously included Epi, Tongoa, 
Ewose and Tongariki (Fig. la). At this latitude 
(16"50'S), the upper part of the volcanic ridge was 
fragmented during the cataclysm, and large sectors of 
this land collapsed, leaving emerged parts such as 
Ewose, a rocky blade-shaped island with sheer flanks. 

The caldera is 12 km long and 6 km wide, with a 
floor 250-450 m below sea-level, which is divided into 
two distinct basins by the active Karua volcano (ap- ' 

Pre-caldera volcanism 

Pre-caldera volcanic rocks are exposed in the caldera 
wall along the shores of Epi and Tongoa. On Epi, 
shore cliffs expose a 200-m-thick monotonous se- 
quence of subaerial origin, typically consisting of thin 
(1-5 m thick) basalt and andesite lava flows intercal- 
ated with buff or red scoria agglomerates. These ag- 
glomerates suggest a proximal vent, approximately 
near the center of the NW basin. Similar or thicker 
basaltic lava flows are exposed along the coastline of 
Tongoa, but on this side, they are interlayered with 
thicker strombolian deposits (10-30 m at site T1; 60 m 
at Nanisukiki Point), also suggesting a volcanic center 
in the east, near the present shoreline of Tongoa (Fig. 
lb). Between Lupalea Point and Nanisukiki Point, a 
complex sequence of bedded tuffs containing vitric 
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Fig. 1. a Location of Kuwae 
caldera in the Central Vanua- 
tu islands. Bathymetric con- 
tour interval = 1 km. Volca- 
noes with activity during the 
last five centuries are marked 
by a black star; ESV, Epi Sub- 
marine volcanoes; NHT, New 
Hebrides Trench; heavy line 
with solid triangles emphasizes 
the New Hebrides conver- 
gence; line with open triangles 
shows reverse back-arc thrust- 
ing. b Sketch diagram of the 
Kuwae caldera. Heavy dotted 
line indicates caldera margin; 
bold letters and numbers indi- 
cate location of sections and 
sites of sampling referenced in 
the text; stippled zones show 
the extent of PFD 1 and 
PFD 2 on Tongoa and Epi is- 
lands 



Table 1. Geochemical data. A Whole-rock analyses; major element geochemistry in wt% summed to 100% volatile free. ICP-ES analyses performed by J Cotten, GDR 910 "GEDO" 
at Brest. Feo*, total iron as Feo;  LOI, loss on ignition; Mg # determined on the basis of Fe2+/(Fe2++Fe3+)=0.9. Prefix in the sample number: T, Tongoa; L, Laika; see Figs. lb,  2, 
for sample location. B: Averages and standard deviations of glass microprobe compositions (recalculated to 100%). For comparison, the whole-rock composition of C9G, a dredged 
sample from a feeder dyke on the caldera wall (site C9, Fig. lb) is reported 

A - Whole-rock geochemical data for Kuwae Caldera 

Pre-caldera Syn-caldera pyroclastic series Out. Extr. Karua 
lava flow lava flow 

Volc. unit Mgß Alß And. HD1 HD5 HD5 PFDl PFD2 PFD2 PFD2 HD6 W D 3  wFD4 W D 5  
Sample T9C T2A C9B T2C TZJ T2K T4A T4B T2N L1A L6A L6G L7A L7B T6A ClOA 

§io2 51.60 
Tio2 0.70 
A1203 14.05 
Feo* 10.17 
MnO 0.20 

8.12 
12.00 Ca0 

NazO 2.13 
KZO 0.81 
p205 0.20 
LOI 1050" C - 0.21 
Initial total 98.62 
Mg # 0.61 

MgO 

52.08 
0.79 

18.60 
9.65 
0.17 
3.96 

10.50 
2.69 
1.29 
0.27 
0.07 

98.96 
0.45 

~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ 

58.74 51.92 64.33 62.48 -64.43 63.91 62.49 64.41 64.51 64.37 64.40 64.38 63.88 53.04 
0.64 0.83 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.61 0.61 0.59 0.58 0.59 0.59 0.59 0.61 0.67 

15.68 18.31 15.37 16.00 15.53 15.61 16.00 15.49 15.45 15.52 15.42 15.47 15.62 16.85 
8.27 10.45 6.35 6.68 6.25 6.28 6.69 6.06 6.08 6.15 6.16 6.12 6.48 10.77 
0.18 0.19 0.15 0.16 0.15 0.15 0.16 0.29 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.16 0.12 
3.48 3.87 1.71 .2.05 1.68 1.78 2.05 1.64 1.66 1.67 1.66 1.82 1.73 5.67 
7.54 9.86 4.80 5.74 4.80 5.04 5.73 4.68 4.77 4.75 4.80 4.74 4.90 8.96 
3.37 2.99 3.93 3.76 3.80 3.91 3.77 4.04 3.93 3.95 3.99 4.03 3.95 3.28 
1.81 1.28 2.51 2.29 2.50 2.47 2.27 2.57 2.62 2.60 2.59 2.46 2.43 0.48 
0.29 0.30 0.24 0.23 0.25 0.24 0.23 0.23 0.25 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.15 

-0.36 2.21 0.02 -0.06 0.10 -0.12 -0.02 0.04 -0.09 -0.03 0.10 0.57 -0.15 1.62 
99.40 98.51 98.73 99.17 98.96 98.85 99.03 99.16 99.58 99.87 99.64 99.05 98.94 98.62 
0.45 0.42 0.35 0.38 0.35 0.36 0.38 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.37 0.35 0.51 ' 

B - Microprobe geochemical data for glasses from Kuwae caldera 

HD2 HD3 HD5 +PFD2 HD6+WFD3,4,5 DYKE 
Samples T2G-T2H T2E-T2F TZJ-T2K-T4B L6A-L6G-L7F-L7B C9G 
SiOz range 55.00 to 56.99 53.00 to 54.99 65.00 to 68.99 64.00 to 71.99 WR an. 
Number of analyse 46 sd 34 sd 39 sd 104 sd 1 
SiO? 55.86 1.20 53.96 1.31 66.73 2.09 68.79 2.88 67.70 
Tioz 0.97 0.30 0.90 0.19 0.69 0.15 0.59 0.02 0.52 
A1203 14.93 1.24 14.98 1.69 14.75 0.10 13.94 0.16 14.79 
Feo* 10.82 1.87 11.22 2.73 5.72 1.49 4.62 1.62 4.84 
MnO 0.24 0.07 0.24 0.05 0.14 0.04 0.08 0.07 0.12 

3.83 0.24 4.69 0.18 1.20 0.20 1.28 1.25 1.08 
7.97 0.05 9.74 0.97 3.63 0.40 2.91 0.50 3.58 

MgO 
C a 0  
NazO 3.37 0.20, 2.74 0.22 4.91 1.08 4.25 0.23 4.23 
KzO 1.91 0.14 1.51 0.93 2.24 1.06 3.55 0.21 2.95 

0.10 0.07 0.03 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.19 
99.77 Initial total 98.30 0.86 98.39 0.26 99.79 1.03 99.41 0.77 



clasts occurs below the thickest lava flow (-25 m) in 
the caldera wall. This is interpreted to represent the 
emergent stage of a pre-caldera volcano. A petrologic 
study of pre-caldera formations is in progress; three 
analyses from these series are reported in Table 1. Ad- 
ditional data on Tongoa and east Epi pre-caldera rocks 
are available in Gorton (1974) and Roca (1978). 

Pyroclastic deposits 

Three composite sections illustrate the tephrostratigra- 
phy of the whole series of tuffs surrounding the caldera 
and overlying the pre-caldera formations (Fig. 2). At 
Lupalea Point, the first section is perpendicular to the 
caldera wall (sites T2 and T10-12, Fig. lb); the small 
island of Laika provides a good section of the upper 
part of the caldera wall (Ll-7), and sections near 
Moeriu and Mangarisiu (sites T4 and T7-9) character- 
ize the pyroclastic rocks on the SE coast of Tongoa. 
These tuffs are described in Table 2. In Fig. 2, a com- 
posite log of the whole pyroclastic series related to the 
caldera is shown. 

Hydromagmatic deposits (HO)  

Lower hydromagmatic sequences H D  1-4. The lower 
part of the Lupalea Point section exposes four compos- 
ite sequences of layered deposits (HD 1-4, Figs. 2, 3 
and 4a). These alternate with three sequences of airfall 
lapilli deposits (FL) consisting of basaltic scoriae. 
Commonly, these deposits consist of planar or wavy 
ash layers and thin cross-bedded laminae intercalated 
with continuous ash-and-lapilli beds. Bed thicknesses 
range from 2 to 80cm, but are typically between 20 
and 30cm. Within a sequence, (e.g. HD 2, Fig. 4b), 
beds may be concordant with contiguous layers, or 
may erode into underlying beds. Equant blocky vitric 
lapilli, small bombs, pumice and lithics are scattered in 
a sandy or muddy palagonitized matrix. Within the 
beds, zones may be enriched in lithics or alternatively 
in juvenile vitric clasts (hyaloclastites) or centimeter- 
sized weathered pumice. All juvenile clasts show fea- 
tures characteristic of water-magma interaction. The 
clasts are mainly blocky, glassy, and poorly vesicular 
(up to 40% vesicles following the classification of 
Houghton and Wilson 1989) with scalloped fracture 
surfaces, intersecting vesicles and narrow palagonitized 
rims. Highly vesicular glassy shards (60-70% vesicles) 
also occur. In thin sections, the yellowish beds show a 
very fine and palagonitized matrix. 

Within the whole sequence HD 1 and in places 
within HD2,  deposition from surges is indicated by 
lack of sorting, the presence of cross bedding with well 
to poorly developed dunes, internal centimeter-scale 
layers of fine ash, internal lamination defined by con- 
trasting grain sizes, and lenses of coarse pumice and 
juvenile scoria lapilli. Pale mauve or pink lenses, up to 
1 m thick, with an indurated matrix including 
quenched cauliflower bombs and lithics, are also inter- 
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Table 2. (continued) . . 
Hydromagmatic deposits (HD) and pyroclastic flow deposits (PFD) from the first main ignimbritic phase I 

Unit Thickness/colour Internal structure/matrix Clasts Other characteristics Type of deposit 

H D 5  6-7 m, yellow 

BRECCIA 5 m  
LAYER 

PFD 1 Lupalea: 4 m 

SE coast of Tongoa 
(Mangarisiu-Moeriu): 
up to 10 m 

PFD 2 Lupalea: 6 m 

Mangarisiu: 15 m 

Massive to weakly layered. Fine ash cemented 
by fines or clayey cement. Bombs: random 
distribution or concentration in layers. Coarse 
ash-sized clasts altered to palagonite 

Heterogeneous breccia. Coarse, fines-depleted 
matrix 

Massive, unsorted, unwelded 

Massive, unsorted, unwelded. Accidental block 
concentration zones (up to 80-90% vol. lithics) 
with juvenile glassy blocks and bombs 

Massive, unsorted. Unwelded ash to fine 
lapilli-sized elements (2-15 mm) 
Massive, unsorted to weakly layered ash, 
unwelded 

Large vesicularity range: 
vitric clasts to pumice. 
Abundant accidental 
clasts (including coral 
fragments), dm-m scale 
bombs 

80% vol. accidental 
cIasts (dm-m scale) in 
lower part. 10% juvenile 
vitric blocks (up to 1 m) 
Ash, pumice, 3WO% 
accidental blocks 
50430% vol. pumice 
(3-7 cm, up to 15 cm). 
2&50% lithic blocks 
(2-8 cm, up to 20 cm) 
80-90% vol. pumice 
(5-20 cm); vitric clasts 
60-80% vol. pumice 
(0.5-4 cm), up to 25 cm. 
10% vitric lapilli and 
blocks 

Bombs have flattened 
shapes, breadcrust-like 
surfaces and cauliflower 
forms. Deposits 
preceded by a 
70-cm-thick pumice fall 
layer 
m-sized beds or zones 
of tuffs (from HD 1-4) 
embayed 

Blocks: 15-20% vol. 
Carbonized tree trunks. 
Preceded by 1-m-thick 
pumice-fall deposit 
Scarce accidental clasts 

Scarce accidental blocks 
(<5% vol.). Densely 
welded basal layer 
50 cm-2 m thick. 
Reworked by a 6-8 m 
thick lahar 

Proximal 
hydromagmatic deposit 

Debris. 
Co-ignimbrite breccia 

Pyroclastic flow deposit 

Pyroclastic flow deposit 

Hydromagmatic deposits (HD) and pyroclastic flow deposits (WFD) from the second main ignimbritic phase 

Unit Thicknesslcolour Internal structure/matrix Clasts Other characteristics Type of deposit 

H D 6  5 m  Composite sequence of 5 units (see text) Ash, scoria lapilli, Presence of laminae. Hydromagmatic 
bombs, accidental clasts Blocky and glassy clasts pyroclastic flows, surge 

WFD 1 2 m, pink Homogeneous. Poorly welded very fine glassy Ash; small blocky glassy Poorly welded ash-flow 
matrix clasts deposit 

WFD 2 2.5 m, pink to mauve Welded with fiammes and block-rich layers; Welded ash and shards Welded ash-flow deposit 
moderately welded 

WFD 3 7 m, mauve Massive layer; banded and contorted fiammes of Welded ash and Densely welded 
distinct colours. Densely welded collapsed pumice ash-flow deposit 

WFD 4 About 20 and 30 m Welded and brecciated; eutaxitic and Welded ash embaying Rheomorphic lava-like Densely welded partly 
and respectively, black and rheomorphic facies vitric and eutaxitic facies. Autobrecciation brecciated tuff 
WFD 5 red rocks blocks 

with palagonitized rims deposits 
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UPPER 
TUFF 
SERIES 
(dacites) 

DERA EDIFICE 
md strombolian) 

Fig. 2. Stratigraphic sections and summary log of the pyroclastic deposits surrounding the Kuwae caldera; see text and Table 2 for 
detailed description. HO, hydromagmatic deposits; FL, airfall lapilli deposits; WFD, welded pyroclastic flow deposits 

Fig. 4A 
Fig. 5 8  
(Co-ignimbrite breccia) 

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of the NE-SW directed Lupalea sec- 
tion, orthogonal to the caldera rim (the caldera wall is at the left 
of the figure; see location Fig. lb). Description of hydromagmatic 

calated with these surges or are found higher in se- 
quences HD 3 and 4. In addition, ash flows also occur, 
such as that 1.5 m thick which forms the lower part of 
sequence HD 2 (Table 2). 

Intermediate yellow tuff HD 5. This tuff is a massive to 
weakly layered poorly sorted breccia with an indurated 
matrix. Layers are defined by variations in the size of 
matrix clasts, or by bomb concentration layers (Fig. 
5a). The coarse ash-sized clasts are partly or wholly al- 

deposits (HD),  fallout lapilli deposits (FL)  and pumice-flow de- 
posits (PFD) in text and Table 2 

tered to palagonite, and cemented by fine ash, or a 
clayey cement. Accidental blocks (including coral frag- 
ments) remain scarce, in contrast to abundant black, 
decimeter- to meter-scale juvenile vitric blocks and 
bombs that commonly show breadcrust-like surfaces, 
chilled margins, and a vesiculated core (samples T2J, 
K, Table 1). The random distribution of large bombs 
and the lack of significant bedding suggest that this de- 
posit has a pyroclastic origin in a near-vent setting dur- 
ing successive bursts of a continuous eruptive episode. 
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Fig. 4. A General view of hydromagmatic deposits HD 2-4 with 
intercalated massive beds of fallout lapilli beds (FL) in the Lu- 
palea section. Refer to Figs. l b  and 3 for location. Note at the top 
a block-rich layer corresponding to the lower part of the pumice- 

Slightly vesicular juvenile clasts, breadcrust and cauli- 
flower bombs, poor (or a complete absence of) sorting, 
and a sideromelane matrix, are features typical of mag- 
ma-water interaction. This deposit grades upward into 
a Co-ignimbrite breccia (see below). ' 

Upper hydrorizngmntic deposits HD 6, This 5-m-thick 
distinctive sequence comprises: (1) a 70-cm-thick vitric 
block-rich layer, with blocks up to 10 cm in size; (2) a 
pyroclastic flow deposit, containing vitric blocks (sam- 
ple L6A; Table 1) in an ash-and-pumice indurated ma- 
trix; (3) surge deposits, 40 cm in thickness, and contain- 
ing lapilli and bombs capped by (4) a 50-cm-thick indu- 
rated yellow lapilli tuff layer including bombs up to 
30cm in size, and (5) another similar layer of indu- 
rated yellow-to-brownish tuff with bombs, intercalated 
between two 10-cm-thick laminite layers. Thin sections 
from the brownish layers show abundant, and often 
banded, blocky, glassy clasts with palagonitized rims, a 
few vesicular lapilli and scarce lithics, enclosed in a 
fine, palagonitized matrix. 

Basaltic nirfall lapilli layers , 

A massive, moderately sorted fall deposit consisting of 
basaltic scoriae (3 cm medium diameter; 15 cm maxi- 
mum), scattered in a basaltic ash and lapilli matrix fol- 
lows HD 1. This deposit grades upward into a 1.5-m- 
thick, coarse-grained to finer-grained, rhythmic se- 
quence of ash and scoria layers (10-30 cm thick). High- 
er in the section, two additional homogeneous se- 
quences (respectively 2.5 and 6 m thick; Fig. 3) of grey 
lapilli massive beds are intebedded with HD 2-4. 

flow deposit PFD 1. B Facies representative of hydromagmatic 
deposits HD 2 surges and planar ash and lapilli fall beds; note 
the presence of drier scoria lapilli beds 

Co -ignim b rite breccia and un w elded p timice flow 
deposits (PFD 1-2) 

The upper part of the Lupalea section exposes a brec- 
cia layer which includes up to 80% blocks, in a coarse, 
fines-depleted, matrix (Fig. 5b). Blocks are about 10% 
juvenile clasts (pumiced and vitric dacitic blocks). Beds 
of layered tuff, some meters long, are derived from 
HD 1-4, and are packed into this deposit which is in- 
terpreted as the Co-ignimbrite breccia from the two py- 
roclastic flow units (PFD 1 and PFD 2) that overlie it. 
The transition between the breccia and these two ma- 
jor pyroclastic flow deposits (samples T4A, T4B and 
T2N, Table 1) is progressive. The ash and pumice de- 
posits (Fig. 5c) are characterized by dense to moder- 
ately vesicular black vitric blocks or bombs, homoge- 
neous to the naked eye, but commonly composed mi- 
croscopically of thin, banded and contorted, glassy 
laminations of distinct colours, and highly vesicular pu- 
mice, with apparently homogeneous glass. The lower 
deposit is richer in accidental blocks than the upper 
one. 

b 
Fig. 5A-F. Products erupted during the main ignimbritic phases 
related to the cladera event. A Hydromagmatic layer HD 5, 
showing bombs, dacitic in composition. B Co-ignimbrite breccia 
overlying HD 5. Blocks are mainly xenoliths, although the big- 
gest block is a dense juvenile vitric block. C Field facies of un- 
welded pumice-flow deposit PFD 1 at Mangarisiu. D Contact be- 
tween PFD 2 and lahars reworking the pumice deposits on the 
eastern coast of Tongoa. E Transition between hydromagmatic 
deposits HD 6 and the overlying upper sequence of welded tuffs 
on Laika island. F Flow laminated facies in welded tuffs WFD 5. 
Note the brecciated zone incorporated in the flow 
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Both the PFD 1 and PFD 2 units are exposed on the 
SE coast of Tongoa. Near Moeriu, completely carbon- 
ized tree trunks, frequently oriented in the direction of 
flow (NW-SE), are common. At Mangarisiu, the upper 
ignimbrite unit (15 m) exposes a 50-cm to 2-m-thick 
densely welded basal layer (sample T4B). Here, both 
deposits are characterized by block concentration 
zones. An 80 cm-1 m thick Co-ignimbrite ashfall layer 
caps the upper ignimbrite unit and along the seashore 
a 6-m-thick sequence of lahars reworking these pumice 
flow deposits is observed at the top of the section (Fig. 
5d). 

Welded flow deposits (WFD 1-5) 

Ignimbrites that become more intensely welded with 
height in the succession characterize the upper two- 
thirds of the Laika section (WFD 1-WFD 5; Figs. 2, 
5e). This series (Table 2) dips to the northeast and the 
welded tuffs can be observed along the northern side 
of the island where they enter the sea. They also form 
the main part of Tevala island. As these deposits are 
only observable over a small area in - or close to - the 
caldera wall, their detailed stratigraphy could not be 
determined. The thick black-and-red tuffs WFD 4 and 
WFD 5 that form the upper part of the section (Table 
2) represent two distinct cooling units, the internal 
structure of which is complex and belongs to successive 
flow units. Rheomorphic facies are spectacular; in 
some places, these tuffs exhibit zones, several meters 
long, with flow laminations draping decimetric to met- 
ric lenses of in.terna1 breccia (Fig. 5f). In the black 
(lower) unit, .the unambiguous vitroclastic matrix of 
the lower part grades upward into flow laminated tuffs 
and then into breccia. In the central zone, apparently 
continuous flow-folded laminae 1-5 mm thick are de- 
fined by colour, mineralogy and textural contrast. 
These flow laminations may disappear, leading to mas- 
sive,lenses 1-2m thick and a few tens of meters long 
that. lack vitroclastic textures and closely resemble thin 
lava flows as  described in the Bad Step Tuff by Bran- 
ney et al. (1992). In general, one can note an increase 
in the proportion of breccia upward, the brecciated fa- 
cies forming at least the upper half of the deposit. At 
the transition to the brecciated facies surface, the flows 
show large cracks with centimeter-scale chilled margins 
intersecting the lamination. This is evidence of high 
emplacement temperatures and contact with water 
during flowage. The large brecciated mass which forms 
the upper part of these tuffs is interpreted as the result 
of both' autobrecciation and interaction between the 
hot flows and seawater. 

Dacitic airfall layers 

About 12 m thickness of light bedded ash-and-pumice 
fall deposits complete the Laika section, the total 
thickness .of which is nearly 100 m. These deposits 
mantle the island topography, with a gentle dip to the 

NE, and are particularly well exposed in a small SW- 
NE directed graben (i.e. in a radial direction) which 
cuts across the island. A massive basal pumice layer 
2.5 m thick is overlain by a complex sequence of ash- 
and-lapilli layers including surges and block-rich layers 
which attest to late outbursts of the caldera event. 

Volcanic vents 

At the southern end of Laika island, the whole vertical 
shore cliff (-70 m) consists of the same welded and 
brecciated material as that composing WFD 4 and 
WFD5. These rocks show a steeply inclined welding 
foliation and subvertical stretching lineation marked 
by undulating jointing in a direction orthogonal to the 
shoreline (i.e. radial to the caldera; Fig. lb). Here, this 
laminar shearing and the general vertical structure of 
the apron are evidence for a vent occupied by large 
feeder dykes. On the cliff, planar surfaces, some sev- 
eral meters in size, with fault streaks and dipping 70- 
75" towards the caldera center, suggest intersection of 
these dykes by the caldera collapse. On the other side 
of the caldera, a vertical lineation along Fatumiala 
rock and the elongate shape of the islet in a SW-NE 
direction also suggest that the main body of this islet 
corresponds to a radial feeder dyke. On the eastern 
coast of Tongoa, at site T6 (Fig. lb), two superimposed 
silica-rich and glassy lava flows erupted from volcanic 
centers on a fracture radial to the caldera. They pro- 
duced hyaloclastites when they entered the sea and are 
covered by pumice fallout deposits. Their petrology 
(dacites, sample T6A) and the location of vents suggest 
that these lavas are extra caldera extrusions, just pre- 
ceding the caldera event. 

Petrology of tuffs 

Twenty whole-rock analyses have been carried out on 
juvenile clasts from the tuff series, 11 of which are re- 
ported in Table 1. In addition, 257 microprobe ana- 
lyses of glassy clasts from the tuff series and ten of in- 
terstitial glass patches from the groundmass of an ex- 
trusion lava flow outside the caldera (T6A) were per- 
formed on 12 thin sections. Microprobe analyses were 
made using the fully automatized CAMECA SX50 mi- 
croprobe at Brest (France). The peak and background 
counting time was 6 s and the filament current 15 nA. 

Lower tuff series (HO 1-4) 

One whole-rock composition from the basal hydro- 
magmatic deposits HD 1 (sample T2C) is reported in 
Table 1. There are no whole-rock analyses for the low- 
er deposits HD 2-3, but microprobe analyses were car- 
ried out on a population of 100 glass shards from sam- 
ples T2E, T2F, T2G, T2H (Fig. 6). Chemical composi- 
tions range from 48-61% Sioz; SiOz distribution is bi- 
modal, with one peak at 53.9% mainly formed by 
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glasses from HD 3, and a second at 55.8% mainly 
formed by glasses from HD 2. Basic andesite composi- 
tions calculated for these two maxima (Table 1) are 
correlated with stratigraphic position, as the most 
evolved samples (T2G, H; depleted in Feo*, MgO and 
Cao, and enriched in alkalies and Sioz) are from be- 
low the less evolved rocks (T2E, F). In addition, sam- 
ple T2F includes a few basaltic glass fragments, where- 
as sample T2H contains a few acid andesite vitric 
clasts. 

HD6 t WFD3-5 

HD5 + PFD2 

0 Out. extr. lava fl. 
( T W  

HD2+HD3 

Fig. 6. Frequency histograms 
for SiOz values in glasses from 
selected samples and from the 

70 72 74 76 78 whole tuff series. Class 
48 =48.00-48.99 in Sioz% 

Intermediate and upper hydromagmatic deposits 
HD 5-6 and ignimbrites 

Whole-rock compositions of ignimbrites (PFD 1-2; 
WFD 1-5) and associated hydromagmatic deposits 
HD 5-6 range from acid andesites to dacites (62-66% 
Sioz), but are mainly dacitic. Microprobe analyses 
were carried out on 157 microscopic glass shards or 
millimeter to centimeter-size fiammes from these pyro- 
clastic rocks (samples T2J, T2K, T4B, L6A, L6G, L7B, 
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L7F; Fig. 6). Taking into account the phenocryst con- 
tent of these tuffs (generally 4-7%), microprobe ana- 
lyses of glasses are in good agreement, in terms of ma- 
jor elements, with corresponding whole-rock analyses. 
These analyses display two groups with a fairly well- 
defined unimodal distribution near 66 and 68% SiO,. 
Each group corresponds to hydromagmatic deposits 
and their following pumice flow deposits) i.e. 
HD 5 +PFD 1-2 and HD 6+ WFD 1-5. An average 
composition has been calcualted for each group of 
rocks (Table 1). Vitric clasts in tuffs from Laika (i.e. 
the upper group) are slightly more silicic than those of 
Tongoa (lower group). Interestingly, interstitial glass 
patches from the groundmass of sample T6A display a 
wide compositional range from 61-71% SO2. 

Discussion 

The Kiiwae Pyroclastic Series (KPS): a probable 
single pyroclastic series 

On Tongoa, all sequences of hydromagmatic and fal- 
lout deposits from the lower tuff series, the massive hy- 
dromagmatic unit HD 5 and the co-ignimbrite breccia, 
occur only near the caldera along the NW coast of the 
island. In constrast, both the upper part of the Lupalea 
Point section and the whole Moeriu-Mangarisiu com- 
posite section clearly expose the same two major, un- 
welded, pumice-rich flow deposits PFD 1 and PFD 2 
(Fig. 2). PFD 2 also forms the base of the shore cliff of 
Laika. Pumice-flow deposits identical to those of 
Moeriu-Mangarisiu on Tongoa, and including carbon- 
ized trunks, were also observed on Epi island. 

The time between the eruption of early hydromag- 
matic deposits HD 1 and the eruption of flows PFD 1- 
2 is not known. Nevertheless, two arguments suggest 
that the eruption of the whole sequence of pyroclastic 
deposits was of short duration: (1) in spite of the trop- 
ical climate) no soils occur between any of the tuffs, 
and there are no inter-layered lava flows; the pre-cal- 
dera lower deposits HD 1 mark the transition to a new 
phase (maar phase in Fig. 2) with eruptive styles dras- 
tically different from the previous ones (lavas and 
strombolian deposits); (2) the stratigraphic position of 
the co-ignimbrite breccia shows that conduits allowing 
upward movement of the dacitic magma opened before 
the end of the hydromagmatic phase. This phase (and 
intervening magmatic episodes) may have lasted 
months or even years. Thus, we propose that the KPS 
f o r m  a coherent volcanic series, first emitted during a 
long-lasting hydromagmatic phase, and then dir ring a 
large ignimbritic event which caused the caldera col- 
lapse. Thick hydromagmatic products preceding 
(HD 1-4) - or at the base of the dacitic tuffs (HD 5 
and 6) - are a notable characteristic of the Kuwae cal- 
dera, in contrast to other calderas of similar size that 
originated in major, essentially dry Plinian eruptions. 

Eruptive styles during the late volcanic stage of the 
pre-caldera edifice 

Processes relevant to magma-water interactions in 
sub-aqueous and emergent basaltic volcanism are re- 
viewed by Kokelaar (1986). Interelationships between 
the watedmagma ratio and the resulting products and 
styles of volcanism have been established (Sheridan 
and Wohletz 1983; Wohletz 1986; Wohletz and 
McQueen 1984). During the course of an eruption, var- 
iations in the watedmagma ratio leads to a change in 
eruptive style. The initial surges forming HD 1 proba- 
bly resulted from the collapse of tall and massive jets 
(ultra surtseyan, Kokelaar 1986) corresponding to a 
low mass ratio (H,O/magma) when the maar phase 
was initiated. The remainder of the products from the 
maar phase (bedded tuffs with minor surges HD 2-4) 
formed during less powerful activity. These products, 
together with the intercalated airfall deposits, show 
that H20/magma mass ratios were variable. Each erup- 
tion consisted of ash-producing, wet eruptions (HD) 
followed by drier, magmatic eruptions, with the closing 
stage characterized by rapid magma rise, opening of 
the vent and depletion of water. This phenomenon was 
repeated three times during the maar phase. 

Transition phase froriz low-energy volcanism to 
high-energy volcanism; role of magma-water 
interaction 

As a whole, the lower sequence of deposits shows in- 
creasing hydromagmatism with time. This evolution 
led to the emission of thick hydromagmatic deposits 
HD 4 and then HD 5 at the start of the cataclysmic 
event, when a change in the composition of the prod- 
ucts occurred. In layer HD 5 and in the following lag 
breccia ignimbrites, abundant large-sized Iithics and 
chilled bombs indicate high-energy hydromagmatism. 
Although large juvenile clasts are blocky in shape and 
sparsely to moderately vesicular, i.e. typical of those 
from hydromagmatic processes, these deposits also 
contain a large proportion of vesiculated juvenile lapil- 
li, heralding the emission of the ensuing pumice-rich 
pyroclastic flows. They reflect the transition from 
small-volume activity to large-volume activity, with 
widening of vents and collapse of a large eruptive co- 
lumn that originated in a dacitic magma conduit. 

Lithic ash-fall layers produced by hydromagmatic to 
vulcanian or plinian activity together with surge depos- 
its and lithic block-falls are common in the formation 
of large craters such as Coseguina (Self et al. 1989), 
and in medium-sized calderas such as Tambora caldera 
(Sigurdsson and Carey 1989). During the Minoan 
eruption at Santorini, after the initial Plinian column, 
magma-water interaction is marked by the emission of 
pyroclastic surges in phase 2 and then cool, poorly 
fluidized pyroclastic flows of phase 3 (Sparks and Wil- 
son 1990). At Kuwae, the presence of hydromagmatic 
deposits preceding the ignimbrites strongly suggests 
triggering of the Plinian eruption by magma-water in- 
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teraction, as has also been interpreted for the ignim- 
brite sequences of Tanna, elsewhere in the New He- 
brides arc (Eissen et al. 1992; Robin et al. 1994). A 
similar interpretation is proposed for the Campi Fle- 
grei (Neapolitan yellow tuff; Orsi et al. 1992). Monzier 
et al. (1991) and Robin et al. (1993) also showed that 
magma-water interaction played a major role in the 
development of the eruption leading to the formation 
of Ambrym caldera, only 80 km to the NNW. 

Higher in the ignimbritic sequence, the hydromag- 
matic episode HD 6 demonstrates that water-magma 
interactions still took place between the two major ig- 
nimbritic phases. Nevertheless, the upper part of the 
ICPS is dominated by dry magmatism, resulting from 
high discharge from fissures along crosscutting caldera 
faults. Taking into account the vertical variation in fa- 
cies from PFD 1 to WFD 5, all facies from extremely 
low-grade to extremely high-grade ignimbrites are rep- 
resented on the caldera edge. Deposits grade vertically 
from non-welded (low grade) PFD 1-2 ignimbrites 
(Walker 1983) to lava-like ignimbrites (Ekren et al. 
1984; Branney et al. 1992) in WFD 4-5, with interme- 
diate poorly welded facies (WFD l) ,  non-rheomorphic 
welded facies (Ross and Smith 1961; Ragan and Sheri- 
dan 1972) and rheomorphic facies (Schmincke and 
Swanson 1967). This evolution suggests an increase in 
temperature during deposition as the eruption devel- 
oped, probably related to decreasing magma-water in- 
teraction and a cobsequent decline in cooling rates. 

Interpretation of petrologic data 

Glasses from the caldera tuff series are usually hetero- 
geneous, showing a wide compositional range. These 
compositions, together with whole-rock compositions, 
display defined trends on oxide-Si02 variation dia- 
grams that can be interpreted in terms of fractional 
crystallization (work in progress). Glass compositions 
are inferred to represent liquids from a zoned magma 
chamber. During the eruption, these layers disinte- 
grated and droplets of various compositions were me- 
chanically mixed, but generally without homogeniza- 
tion of the resulting product. In Table 1, a striking sim- 
ilarity is evident between the averages of glass compo- 
sitions and the whole-rock composition of sample 
C9G, a porphyritic dacite with fine-grained ground- 
mass from a probable feeder dyke on the caldera wall 
(site C9, Fig. lb). Similar compositional variations in 
dacitic or rhyolitic ignimbrites have been reported al- 
ready in the literature (Schmincke 1976; Gardeweg and 
Rasmirez 1987; Wright and Walker 1981). Larger com- 
positional ranges are rare: for example, compositions 
from basalt to rhyolite characterize the composite flow 
P1 from Gran Canaria (Freundt and Schmincke 1992). 
The Kuwae ignimbrites are also remarkable as their 
compositions grade into the mafic compositions ob- 
served in the hydromagmatic products that immediate- 
ly precede them. At Tanna, ignimbrite compositions 
ranging from basic andesites to dacite-rhyolite (54- 
69% Sioz) have been observed (Robin et al. 1994). 

Model of caldera formation 

Associations between hydromagmatic and Plinian de- 
posits have been described in many calderas. To our 
knowledge, however, none of the recorded examples 
shows the striking evolution from one eruptive style to 
the other which occurred twice at Kuwae, i.e. from 
HD 5 to PFD 1-2 and from HD 6 to WFD 1-5. At Ku- 
wae, magma-water interactions played an important 
role before the event, as well as at the beginning of 
each ignimbritic phase. The numerous eruptive epi- 
sodes that precede the ignimbrite outpourings suggest 
months or even years of relatively moderate activity 
before the collapse paroxysm. Oral folklore suggests 
that earthquakes and tsunamis started before the 
paroxysmal phase. Possibly, this initial phase was ac- 
companied by radial faulting allowing the ascent and 
extrusion of dacitic magma (sample T6A). The main 
ignimbritic phases were probably short, as similar 
eruptions (e.g. Krakatau, 1883) seem generally to have 
lasted for 2-3 days or less. 

During the phase preceding the caldera event, ex- 
ternal water (probably seawater) interacted with basic 
andesite magma. As magma of this composition would 
probably not be found in the upper central part of the 
differentiated chamber, earlier magma-water interac- 
tion probably occurred under a lateral submarine part 
of the volcanic field. There, basic andesite magma rose 
either from an intermediate level of the chamber or 
from a secondary magma chamber, through a fissure 
swarm. At this time, a volatile-charged acid cap, dacitic 
in average composition, was stored under the roof of a 
magma chamber beneath the central part of the vol- 
canic field. The following mechanism is suggested: 
opening of vents related to earlier hydromagmatic 
eruptions weakened the rock-pile at the top of the cen- 
tral magma chamber, which progressively failed. This 
probably allowed water to reach the volatile-charged 
cap, as the locus of explosive activity migrated down- 
ward. At this stage, magma-water interaction resulted 
in the outpouring of hydrovolcanic dacitic products, as 
a mixture of gas, pumice and dense vitric blocks (layer 
HD 5). As the conduit became wider, depressurization 
in the differentiated cap produced expansion and erup- 
tion of slightly heterogeneous dacitic magma (ignim- 
brite and Co-ignimbrite breccia). An increase in magma 
discharge may have overwhelmed the water, and the 
eruption became much drier. If collapse occurred at 
this stage, it was probably in the southern part of the 
caldera, accompanied by the formation of low-grade 
tuffs. The renewed infiltration of seawater during a 
volcanic lull was responsible for producing the upper 
hydromagmatic sequence HD 6 and probably, for trig- 
gering the second Plinian phase (high grade WFD 1-5 
on Laika island). 

Thus, the unfolding of the late stages of activity 
leading to the Kuwae caldera collapse may be summar- 
ized as follows: 
1. Moderate hydromagmatic and magmatic (fallout de- 
posits) activity from a central vent during a long-lasting 
eruption. The products have mafic compositions and 
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affect an area slightly wider than the present caldera. 
At the end of this stage, initial seismo-tectonic activity 
occurred together with early extrusions of differen- 
tiated magma outside the caldera area (both events be- 
ing possibly related to regional doming?). 
2. Unhomogenized dacite released during a first main 
Plinian phase (two major pumice flows), with the re- 
sulting products devastating a wide area; intense mag- 
ma-water interaction at the beginning of this phase de- 
creased rapidly. Collapse probably started in the SE 
part of the caldera, as suggested by faults which af- 
fected layer HD 5 and were covered by the overlying 
deposits (Fig. 3). 
3. Unhomogenized dacite - slightly more silicic than 
the early products - released during a second main 
eruptive phase, leading to thick units of welded tuffs. 
At the beginning of this phase, magma-water interac- 
tion was still intense enough to produce typical hydro- 
magmatic deposits. This phase ended with the main 
collapse. 

Age of the caldera event 

On the basis of C14 datings, Monzier et al. (1994) pro- 
posed an age in the first half of the fifteenth century 
with a best fitting for all data near 1425 A.D. 

As suggested by the large extent of the dacitic pu- 
mice-fall deposits (up to Tongariki island to the south 
and to central Epi to the north) and by the volume of 
ejected materials (32-39 km3 DRE), this eruption 
probably injected huge amounts of silicate microparti- 
cles and acid gases into the stratosphere and had an 
indirect impact on a global scale. A few anomalies of 
mean acidity within annual layers in the Greenland ice 
core occur at 1411, 1417, and from 1452 to 1460AD 
(&  1 year) (Hammer et al. 1980). One of these anor- 
malies may have been caused by the Kuwae eruption. 
Delmas et al. (1992) have shown that the major excess 
of sulfate and choride concentrations around 1450 
A.D. (mean peak in 1452 A.D.) in ice cores from Ant- 
arctic is related to a cataclysmic volcanic event from 
the south hemisphere. Thus, we postulate that the 
Kuwae event began in 1450 A.D. and experienced its 
climactic phase in 1452 A.D; 
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